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• Volume
• Most not news
• How much can you believe



“we need algorithms to take more onus off human 
being, to pick and understand the best elements” –
New York Times’ Social Media Team member (pers. 
Comm.)









SocialSensor is a single tool that quickly 
surfaces trusted news stories from social 

media – with context.

 A Single Tool: one platform, one interface
 Quickly: in real time
 Surfaces: automatically discovers and clusters
 Trusted: automatic support in verification process
Material: any material (text, image, audio, video = 

multimedia)
 Social Media: across relevant social media platforms
With Context: location, time, sentiment, influence



Q: Which social networks should you 
monitor to detect news? 

• Flickr
• Instagram
• Facebook
• Twitter
• Google+

• Tumblr
• YouTube
• Picasa
• Yammer
• etc



Source: Osborn, M. and Dredze, M (2014) Facebook, Twitter and Google Plus for Breaking News: Is there a winner? 
Proceedings of the Eight International AAAI Conference on Weblogs and Social Media.

etc

Broke 
1st or 
1st=



Q: Should your software tool try to listen 
to all accounts or just some?



Twitter Search API

It will return a maximum of 3,200 results with 
a limit of 180 searches every 15 minutes.

source

https://www.echosec.net/twitter-api-vs-firehose/


• On Twitter and Facebook 7% of users generate
more than 50% of the content

• These top users are quite stable over time

• (includes non news content)

Baeza-Yates and Saez-Trumper (2015) 
Wisdom of the Crowd or Wisdom of a Few? An Analysis of Users’ Content Generation 





Lyse Doucet, Chief International Correspondent: @BBCLyseDoucet
Gavin Hewitt, Europe Editor: @BBCGavinHewitt
Lucy Williamson, Paris Correspondent: @LucyWilliamson
Fergal Keane, World Affairs Correspondent: @FergalKeane47
Chris Morris, Correspondent: @BBCChrisMorris
Christian Fraser, Correspondent: @ChristianFraser
Damian Grammaticas, Correspondent: @DNGBBC
Simon Wilson, Europe Bureau Editor: @Siwilso
Piers Schofield, Senior Europe Producer: @Inglesi
Natalie Morton, Senior Producer: @NatalieMortonTV
Imelda Flattery, Senior Producer: @ImeldaFlattery
Frank Gardner, Security Correspondent: @FrankRGardner
Gordon Corera, Security Correspondent: @GordonCorera

Example list used to ‘seed’ News Hound database

https://twitter.com/bbclysedoucet
https://twitter.com/BBCGavinHewitt
https://twitter.com/lucywilliamson
https://twitter.com/fergalkeane47
https://twitter.com/bbcchrismorris
https://twitter.com/christianfraser
https://twitter.com/dngbbc
https://twitter.com/siwilso
https://twitter.com/inglesi
https://twitter.com/nataliemortontv
https://twitter.com/imeldaflattery
https://twitter.com/frankrgardner
https://twitter.com/gordoncorera




Criteria Score

On ‘seed’ list? 150

Each seed that follows them 5

Each seed they follow 2

Send at least 10 tweets per 
day

50

Verified with Twitter’s blue 
tick

25

Presence on at least 50 Twitter 
lists

25

Scoring newshounds



• Highly active users better?
• Highly connected users better?
• More newshounds better?
• Geographical focus of newshounds’ packs?
• How fast is Social Sensor vs mainstream media

channels?



• Better to replace inactive users with highly active 
ones?

• No – didn’t change performance of tool. Even with 
inactive users included could still capture 83-90% of 
‘news.



• Better to include users who are highly connected?

• No. Indeed those newshounds with fewer followers 
posted more news-related tweets.

• (note: even our less well connected newshounds 
were relatively well connected)



• Better to have a larger group of newshounds?

• 500 vs. 1000 vs. 5000
• Bigger was better, but only up to a point.



• What effect does sourcing the ‘seeds’ from different 
geographical contexts have (e.g. UK, US)?

• News hounds tend to find news from their 
geographical domain.



• How fast can Social Sensor find news on social 
media compared with mainstream media channels?

• 75% of the time news breaks first in a range of 
mainstream media. Other 25% Social Sensor could 
get to first, e.g. outcomes of trials.

• However against a single competitor (@BBCbreaking) 
Social Sensor was 1st 88% of the time.
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Who are the ‘news hounds’?



Who are the ‘news hounds’?



News hounds scoring system

Criteria Score

On ‘seed’ list? 150

Each seed that follows them 5

Each seed they follow 2

Send at least 10 tweets per 
day

50

Verified with Twitter’s blue 
tick

25

Presence on at least 50 Twitter 
lists

25



Computational journalism 
tools

Tuned to: Most mentioned, Most 
followed & Most Vocal…?or

Agents for change?



• Rely on journalistic input
• Success measured against 

journalistic ‘ground truth’
• Created in our own image

Digital ‘Nose for News’



• Its biases are ours:
– short-termism

– ‘Personalization’

– Demography

Digital ‘Nose for News’
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